Applications of the original prophet inequalities of Krengel and Sucheston are made to problems of order selection, non-measurable stop rules, look-ahead stop rUles, and iterated maps of random variables. Also, proofs are given of two results of Hill and Hordijk c?ncerning optimal orderings of uniform and exponential d~stributions.
The initial discovery and applicatio n of prophet inequaliti es such as (1) were made by Krengel and Sucheston in conjunctio n with investigat ions of semi In amarts and processes with finite value [22, 23J. this section, other applicatio ns of the basic inequa lity (1) are given to several optimal-st opping problems and an iterated map problem.
For the main applicatio n theorem, wluch follows immediatel y from (1), let
formally, U is a function from C, the set of infinite sequences of probability distributions, to the real numbers.
In practice, U is usually Borel measurable, with C endowed with the product topology induced by the total-variation norm topology on the space of probabi lity distributions.) 
Proof. The inequaliti es follow immediatel y from (1);
To see that the bound the sharpness of (i) is in [16] .
in (ii) is sharp, let Xl be constant +1, and let X 2 be a "long shot" [l2] given by P(X 2 (-1) = ( =1-P(X 2 =0). 1-1oreover, both bounds are sharp.
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0, and let X k + 3 be the "long Xl :: +1, X 2
shot" random variable just described; then M = 2-E and o Thus (i) says that a player able to look k steps into the future never has optimal expected return more than twice that of a player who cannot look ahead, and (ii) says that a prophet's optimal expected return is never more than twice that of a player who may look a Proof. The inequaliti es follow immediatel y from (1); the sharpness of (i) is in [16] . To see that the bound in (ii) is sharp, let Xl be constant +1, and let X 2 be s-l) =s =1-P(X 2 =0). a "long shot" [12] given by P(X 2 0 Then M = 2-s, and UN = Us = 1. 1-1oreover, both bounds are sharp.
To see that (i) is sharp, let Xl = constant +1, X 2 = .
•• = X k + l = constant 0, and let X k + 2 be a "long shot" with P(X k + 2 = £-1) = £ = 1 -P(X k + 2 = 0); then To see that (i) is sharp, let UA,k = 2-£ and V = 1.
Xl ~ +1, X 2 ~ .
•. ~ X k + 2 = 0, and let X k + 3 be the "long shot" random variable just described; then M = 2-£ and o Thus (i) says that a player able to look k steps into the future never has optimal expected return more than twice that of a player who cannot look ahead, and (ii) says that a prophet's optimal expected return is never more than twice that of a player who may look a 6~xed number of steps into the future. Proof. (due to Hordijk and Hill). The proof will be an application of propositio n 4.5 of [11] • By renor malizing, it suffices to show where the first equality follows as in (6) , and the inequality since T(aY,aX,C) is the optimal stop rule (by Lemma 2.1 of (3] ) for (aY,aX,C). Together (6) and From (9) and (10) follows the inequality corres ponding to (8) given that X E (0.,1], which together with (8) yields (5) and completes the proof. III,
